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conflict mas only narrowly avoided on several occasions.-4 In a more peaceful but 

no less hostile manner, the Blackfeet officially restrengthened their old policy of 
noncooperation and refused to allow the construction of a livestock fence along 
the eastern boundary of the park. While the!; acknowledged that such a fence 
would keep domestic animals out of fragile grasslands, council members worried 
more that it might indicate tacit approval of park a u t h o r i ~ . ~ 5  Eventuall!; contin- 
ued disagreements with the Blackfeet nrould force the National Park Service to 
rerisit issues it thought had been buried in the 1yjos.;6 

At the height of efforts to extend the park's eastern boundan, Horace AU- 
bright described the western portion of the Blackfeet reservation as a place that 
"is by topography, iustaposition and character logically a part of Glacier National 
Park."-' In many respects, he made a prescient argument for ecosystem preserva- 
tion and management. Of  course, the unstated logic was that Indians must be ex- 

cluded for the ecosystem to operate "naturally." Although the proposal to enlarge 
the park at the further espense of the Blackfeet illustrates an audacity that has 
long characterized the park serrice's relationship with its Indian neighbors, it also 
marks a certain maturation of the American wilderness ideal. Albright's easy logic 
and the tenuous legal arguments that negated Blackfeet rights in Glacier demon- 
strate how completely linked preservation and Indian removal had become. 

'1s the park service developed under Albright's forceful administration, the 
management of all parks became more regularized. Not surprisingly, Glacier pro- 
vided an important model for policies of Indian removal at other national parks. 
Perhaps nowhere illustrates this better than 'Ibsenlite, where park officials began 
to view several decades of native habitation as a problem in need of a solution. 
Because of a number of unique historical conditions, Yosemite presented a re- 

markable exception to the general belief that parks and native communities could 
not coexist. The original park was established eight pears before Yellowstone, yet 
natire peoples became an integral part of Yosemite's early development. Like the 
Blackfeet at Glacier, Yosemite Indians were also important symbols of the na- 
tional park in the 1910s-but this reflected decades of regular contact with 

tourists and long established residence within the valley. Nevertheless, Yosemite 
was an exception that would eventually prove a rule. Long after the mountain- 
dwelling Shoshone had been Forced out of Eellowstone and just as the Blackfeet 
"problem" was becoming sometlung of a moot point, park service officials 
began to implement a program to create a \-ision of pristine wilderness in the 
spectacular heart of the Sierra Nevada. 

T H E  H E A R T  O F  T H E  S I E R R A S ,  

I 864-1916 

Tlle power of scener!. to affect men is, in a large ?\-a?-, pro- 

portionate to the degree of their civilization and the degree 

in \vhich their taste has been cultivated. Among a thousand 

savages there will be a much smaller number ~+-ho !\-ill show 

the least sign of being so affected than among a thousand per- 

sons taken from a civilized community. 

Frederick Law Olmsted, 1865' 

.4s T H E  E X A M P L E S  O F  Y E L L O W S T O N E  A N D  G L A C I E R  clearl?demonstrate, 
Americans are able to cherish their national parks today largely because nati\-e 
peoples either abandoned them involuntarily or were forcefully restricted to 

reservations. For well into the twentieth century, however, Yosemite VaUey re- 
mained home to a permanent, relatively autonomous Indian village. \Vhether cut- 
ting a trail on a government crew, working for a concessionaire, sehng crafts to 
eager tourists, or providing informadon to a young anthropologist, the residents 
of the local natire cornmunit). made themselves an integral part of the national 
park-long after the d u s ~  old days of land grabs and Indian wars. While native 

residence in the valley stands in marked contrast to other early parks, it also pre- 
sents an important comparison with the experiences of Indian peoples at Yellom- 
stone and Glacier. Such differences shed important light on Yosemite's unique 
lustory and reveal the processes by which this park was el-entuall!- made to fit the 

standards of the national park ideal. 

The ITbrld Rushes In 

The Yosemite Indians' ability to remain in a national park resulted in large part 
from a long history of efforts to both resist and adapt to the American conquest 
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of their homeland. 'The first sustained contact behveen the Yosemite and whites 
took place in the midst of the Gold Rush; as thousands of Forty-niners invaded 
the central Sierra Nevada. In their feverish quest for some trace of the Mother 
Lode, miners brought epidemic diseases to natix-e commurlities and destroyed 
carefully tended ecosystems. Aloreover, the growth of mining camps and settle- 
ments also spawned a series of violent conflicts between whites and displaced 
peoples. Not surprisingly, the "discovery" of Yosemite Valley in 1851 occurred 
during a mhtary campaign to subdue the peoples of the central Sierra Nevada 
and relocate them to the San Joaquin \hlley. Efforts to remove the Yosemite 111- 
dians from the region ultimately failed, however; and they reestabhshed them- 
selves in the valley after hvo years of sporadic encounters with ~runers and state 
militia battalions.2 

By necessity. the Yosemite developed an accomrnodating relationship with 
nearby mirlingcamps in the mid-I 850s. Despite occasional flare-ups, Chief Tenay 
endeavored to fulfill an I 852 promise to government officials that his people would 
avoid conflict mlth neighboringmhite communities. His efforts proved largely s u c ~  
cessful, and a number of Indians eve11 started to xvork for individual argonauts or 
panned gold for themselves.3 Yosemite Xialley lay outside the purview of most 
mining interests, however, and the lndian community there managed to preserve a 
degree of distance and autonom!- from neighboring nhite society that few native 
groups in the gold country could ever hope for. Consequently, Yosemite became 
something of a cultural island and remained, as it had been for centuries, an im- 
portant place for hunting, harvesting various food and medicinal plants, and hold- 

ing religious celebrations. 
Only a small number of indtviduals remained in the valley year-round at t h ~ s  

time, but hundreds left their winter camps in the lower country to the XI-est and 
returned to Yosemite each spring. In I 857, for instance, an early hotelier observed 

that an especially "large band of Indians" had come to the valley "on account of 
a bounteous acorn crop the precedng fall."4 A few weeks later, a Belgian gold 
miner familiar with the Yosemite region probabll- observed the same group of 
about one hundred when he noted that a large encampment he had encountered 

three years earlier had moved further up the hlerced River into the valley5 
Yosemite Indians still lit purposef~il fires in the valley in the early I 86os, and one 
traveler observed that they had started so many for the purpose of "clearing the 
ground. the more readily to obtain their winter supply of acorns and wild sweet 

potato root." that the glow of the fires could be seen from miles away6 
The Califbrnia Gold Rush took a severe toll on the people of the central 

Sierra Nevada, but native inhabitants still great]!- outnumbered European and 
American visitors to Yosemite TglleJ- until the early I 860s. Between I 8j 5, when 

the first pleasure-seehng tourists visited Yosemite, and I 86  j, only 406 visitors en- 
tered the valley. As \-osemite's fame grew and travel became less arduous, how- 

ever, visitation increased esponentiallj: In 1864, the year that President Lincoln 
signed the Yosemite Park Act. the valley recei~-ed 147 visitors, but this figure more 

than doubled the follon,ing year and soon rose above 1,100 with the completion 
of the transcontinental railroad in I 869.' Along with increasing numbers of visi- 

tors, tourist facilities quickly expanded as early conceqsionaires bul t  new hotels, 
planted orchards and vegetable gardens, plowed and tenced hay fields; blazed 
trails, and constructed roads.8 Behveen 1874, when \osemite received 2,711 
tourists, and I 875, the Big Oak Flat Road, the CoulterviUe Road, and the Va~vona 
Road opened to wagon traffic for the first time, bringing loads of supplies and 
coaches full i)f tourists to the valley on a regular basis." 

Despite the dramatic increases in visitation, lndians in Yosemite \'alley re- 
mained on fairly good terms with their ne\v neighbors. For the most part, they 
found in the gron-ing tourist industry a means by which they could both earn a 
livelihood within their rapidly changing n-orld and remain in their ancestral home. 

X number o i  small communities in the Sierra foothills made similar adjustment5 
to the changes ~vrought b!- groaing white settlements, but these ri7tichr,.in~ pener- 
ally persisted onl!- as very small clusters of a few famhes and related itldividuals. 

The native population of \'osemite actuallb- grew as tourism increased, hone\-er, 
and a number of dislocated groups returned to the area to seek employment dur- 
ing the s p r i n ~  and summer tourist season."' 

Holy one defines a Yosemite Indian has long proven difficult for anthropolo- 
gists and park officials, but the people most closely associated with Yosemite Val- 
ley in the midnineteenth century were the Ahwahneechee. Part of a larger cultural 
and linguistic group called the Sierra bfi~vok, the Ahxvahneechee had lived in the 
Yosemite area for at least six hundred years. Whether the); had replaced earlier in- 
habitants about I loo to 1400 c.E., as archaeological and linguistic evidence sug- 
gests, or descended from people who settled in the valley some three thousand 
years previousl~; the Ahwahneechee viewed their home as the place where Coyote 
had especially dtrected them to live after the creation of the world. As a number 

of late-nineteenth-century Xhxvahneechee related their history to outsiders, they 
described Yosemite as a special place the Creator had filled with all they would 
need, including trout, sweet clol-er, potent medicina! plants, roots, acorns, pine 
nuts, fruits, and berries in abundance, as well as deer and other animals, "which 
gal-e meat for food and skins for clothing and beds."ll 

Although they had once trusted to the remoteness of the valley to protect 

them from invading Americans, the Ah~vahneechee were never an isolated peo- 
ple. The!- frequently traded and intermarried with other &fin-ok and ~61th hlono- 

Paiute from the eastern side of the Sierra Nel~ada, a fact that may explain the 
present name of their home. In the Southern Sierra &fiwok dialect, the Ahmah- 
neechee are "the people of Ahwahnee," and Ahwahnee means "the place of the 

gaping mouth." hfimok people u-ho lived west of the valley sometimes referred to 
the Ahwahneechee as johru;ifi, which can be translated as "some of them are 

hllers." Because most Sierra hfiwok greatly distrusted the Paiute, this word prob- 
ably refers to the presence of these people among the Ahwahneechee. The armed 
men who first entered the valley in I 851 must have learned of the Ahwahneechee 

vdlage locations from these western neighbors, and so the present name of the 
valley dates back to this invasion.12 

Besides the &lono-Paiute and other Sierra Mwok, Yokut from the Central Val- 
ley and some ex-mission Indians mixed in with the -4hu~ahneechee before the 
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18j0s to create a complex 1-osemite Indian socieg-.l"uch cultural blencltng vas  
common among all precontact groups and generally ff~llo\ved long-establisl-led 
patterns of trade and exchange. These processes became less self-directed and 
more pronounced in the midnineteench centur); hoxvtx-el-, when natil-e peoples 
struggled to surx-ire the impact of American settlements. Lafayette Bunnell, one 

of the first n-hires to see 1-osemite \Tallel during the militia campaigns of 1831 
and 18c2, clearly recogni7ed all of these processes at gork when he referred to 

the "Yo-Semite lnchans [as] a composite race, consisting of the disaffected of the 
various tribes from ~ h t  Tuolumne to lGng4 Rwer."14 The processes of cultural 
blending, or erhnogenesis, did not cease with the end of the Gold Rush. and 
X-osemite Indian culture continued to ex-olve in the decades following the escab- 
lishment of li_rsemite Park. Borrolvi-ing items and practices from surrounding 
,American and llexican communities and combining the traditions of various In- 

dian groups, the Yosemite constantly adapted to new conditions and managed to 
remain a distinct and viable community.15 

Although they retained a fair amount of their older cultural practices, the 
Yosemite became further integrated into the tourist economy as more and more 
x-isitors arrived in the valley Increasingly, the Indians' presence in the valley de- 
pended on their abhty to gain employment from hoteliers and concessionaires. 
Men found work chopping wood and putting up hay, labored about the hotels, 
served as guides, drove sight-seeing wagons, and often provided large private par- 
ties 11-ith fish and game.16 The Yosemite succeeded especially well at supp1~-ing 
fish to tourist parties, who, as many sportsmen reported, almost never had any 
luck fishing. As one early visitor noted, "Trout are abundant in some of the 
streams, but thev are very shj- of the hook. The Indians catch then1 in traps, and 
frequently supply travelers at twenty-five cents per pound."" Yosemite women 
often worked in the private homes of concessionaires as domestics, and in the 
hotels they found work as maids or laundresses.18 Women and chldren also 
picked the wild strawberries that gren7 in the valley meadows in late summer and 
sold them to the hotels, and even as late as 1913 private parties could still oc- 
casionall!. purchase chickens, fresh fish, and wild strawberries from Yosemite 
fa~nhes.  1 "  

Native employment in l-osemite reflected patterns established throughout the 
Sierra Nevada in the years following the Gold Rush. The massive invasion of 

miners who poured ox-er the mountains brutally displaced entire native communi- 
ties. while the environmental destruction wrought by mining practices under- 

mined seasonal hunting and gathering cycles. Severely weakened and suddenlp 
homeless in their homelands, most of Califc)rniak shrinking native population 
found the means for survival only in close accommodation with non-Indian so- 
ciet!:"' Many llixvok families and individuals moved to where they could eke out 

a lil-ing on the margins of white settlements. Though generally despised and fre- 

quently humihated b!; whites, their presence was tolerated whenever native labor 
could not easily be replaced by Mesican or Chinese workers. 

1 similar situation dex-eloped in Yosemite, but there native people got along 

much better with their no11-lnd~an neighbors. Although a Yosemite man named 

Choko complained in the mid-1870s that "white man too much lie." at least the 
valley did not attract the same rough crowd that congregated in other parts of the 
Sierra Nevada." The remoteness of Yosemite also made native labor more 
prized, and because they posed no T-isible threat to tourists or concessionaires, 
they were left to live in relative peace and allowed to participate in non-Indtan so- 
ciety to a degree rarely seen elsewhere in California. The Yosemite's abilit). to 
adapt to their new world also made them inconspicuous to state officials, who 
had taken over Inhan policy in California after federal efforts to develop a reser- 
vation system in the Central Valley failed in the early 1 8 6 0 s . ~ ~  

Yosemitr i I nd ian  blilderness 

Despite the state's lack of concern, th t  presence of Indians in Yosemite proved a 
matter of considerable interest for many early visitors. The often patronizing af- 
fection that many tourists had for the Indians who lived in the valle!; and the 
Yosemiteb ability to reciprocate and even exploit these affections. \vent h r  to- 
ward ensuring they would remain in the area long after it became a national park. 
As Europeans and Americans had for the previous century and a half, early visi- 
tors continued to associate Indians with wilderness, and many were delighted to 
find them still living in Yosemite. A number of tourists happil>- recalled being en- 
tertained bv their native and nonnative guides with accounts of Yosemite legends; 
still others commented excitedly about encounters with local Indians. The natire 
settlement just outside the valley at Wa~vona became something of a tourist at- 
traction in itself, and the "sweat house" there was an especially popular "object o f  
curiosi~."z~'Tourists would often visit the camp in the evenings to see how the 
inhabitants lived and at times dined with them in their dwellings.'" In both 
Yosemite Valley and Wawona, the expertise of natil-e hunters and fishers fre- 
quently received praise, and the daily chores associated with gathering, storing, 
and preparing acorns fascinated countless visitors.25 

The association of Indians with wilderness was especially strong for earl!- 
tourists, and one visitor in the 18jos el-en suggested that Yosemite be left entirely 
to the natire residents. Unlike rapacious Americans, he observed, the!- showed 
their "love for the spot the 'Great Spirit' has made so lovely, and hallowed as the 

hunting ground of [their] forefathers."26 After the creation of Yosemite Park in 
I 864, another tourist expressed similar sentiments in even more patronizing and 
romantic language. Thrilled that Yosemite was still home to "Indians, the simple 

children as of old," he wrote excitedly of "their bows, and arrows with flint 
heads; their food mostly acorns pounded in a rock hollowed out perhaps cen- 

turies ago for the same purpose; their furniture willow baskets; cooking by heat- 
ing stones, and throwing them when heated into water; their faces tattooed and 

painted, and their enjoyments nothing above those of the animal." The govern- 

ment act to set aside a place still inhabited by these "simple children" gave him 
hope that "the time will never come when Art is sent here to improve Nat~re ."~ '  

The idea that Indians somehow complemented or completed a wilderness scene 



was also evident in the ~vorks of losemite's earl!- landscape painters. K'lde images 
of modern tourists in losemite could detract from the sublimity of the landscape, 
"picturesque" Indians or Indian-built structures further "naturalized" the scene 
and prox7ided a human scale by which to emphasize the grandeur of the vaUe!'s 

cliffs and n.aterfalls.2Vhe artist and n.riter Constance Fletcher Gordon Cumming, 
for insrance, found Til~semite Indian encampments to be "filthy" and uninx-itinp, 
but she could not resist placing them in the foreground of some of her paintings 
since the!- brongllt a "naturalness" and "blessed" touch of color to her art.29 

lames Hutchinps, one of the \-alley's earliest and most arid promoters, clearly 
understood the touristb fascination n-ith Indians. In his nlanj- promotional ari t-  

ings about k-cjse~nite in the 1870s and 1880s. he frequently called attention to the 
'-Indian Camp. and its interesting people [as] . . . one of the man!- attractire 
features of kosemite." For FIutchings, the mtix-e residents possessed "the princi- 

pal customs, occupations, manner of living. hab~ts of thought. traditions, leg- 
ends, and s!,stenls of belief" not only of their o~vn  people and the surrounding 
tribes but also of "the California Indians generally." Consequentl!- the valley was 

an excellent place to see rmi Indians in their t1~7t11mi e n ~ i r o n n ~ e n t . ~ "  Though his 
comments reflected the romantic hyperbole of the time, in some respects Hutch- 
ings was right. The Yosemite probahl!. constituted the largest native communih- 
in the central Sierra Nevada at this time, and their efforts to coexist with nonna- 
tive society actually preserved a high degree of cultural continuity and indepen- 
dence. Of  course, they had adapted a number of their white neighbors' tools and 
customs, and the valley's roads, pastures, hotels, and campsites mere anything but 

"natural," yet most early tourists simply applied a little imaginative effort to visu- 

ally edit out such hstractions. 
Probably the most popular native occupations for earlv tourists was basketry, 

and many proclain~ed Yosemite's basket wearers the finest in the world. The tirst 
recorded sale of a basket to a tourist in t-osemite occurred in 1869, but sales did 
not become commonplace until the 1890s. By that time, hIiwok and Paiute 

momen in and around Yosemite began manufacturing items expressly for sale to 
tourists. Their u-ork soon became so famous that collectors and dealers regularly 
trareled thousands of miles to purchase baskets.3' 11s Craig Bates and hlartha 

Lee have observed, the Yosemite baskets mere especially popular with tourists be- 
cause they "brought to mind western, romantic, and primitive connotations." 
hIore than collectible items of merchandise, they allowed the purchaser to "sus- 
tain memories of their \vilderness experiences."3" 

Baskets also represented an important means by which Yosetnite Indian 
women could directly tap into the tourist trade and gain esteem in their own conl- 
munih. Basket making was a highly d u e d  shll among- the Yosemite, and though 

a u-oman could make more money as a laundress, the numbers and quality of bas- 

kets that a family possessed were a traditional sign of wealth and status within the 
communiry.33 Consequently, a successful basket maker' not only profited from the 

tourist trade but also utilized a shll that brought her respect from tourists, park 
officials, and other Indians. In doing so, she greatl? enhanced her family's and her 
own standing within the larger Yosemite 

Lena Brown and Mary, Yosemite ?.alley ca. I R R 6 .  The daughter and granddaughter of im- 
portant Sierra hIiu.ok leaders, these two women held central roles in the Yosernite Indian 
communi~ throu_eh the first decades of the twenueth cmtury. They are pictured here in 

front of a sLLmmer iiirnihfi, 3 typical open-front dwelling still in use a t  the time. (Courtesy 
of the Yoseinite Narlonal Park Research Library.) 

Aside from basketry, native people found other means for profiting from the 
interest of early tourists. By the early I 870s, individuals would frequently enter- 
tain visitors outside their hotels and charge a penny for a brief dance or song, 
Larger "fandangos," as early Californians called them, might also have been held 
onoccasion for the paid entertainment of tourists.3' The growing popularit\. of 

Kodaks in the late I 880s made photographinp Indians another important feature 
of the tourist experience. The l'osen~ite quickly recognized the marketabihty of 
their own "exotic naturalness," and several early tourists made special note of "a 
\~ery cunning little papoose [who] smiled for a dime a smile."36 Within a few 
decades, the price for a picture had risen considerabl!; and one popular basket 
weaver charged tourists a half dollar to photograph her with her wares." In a 

1904 book addressed to a growing interest in the Yosenlite, Galen Clark admon- 

ished tourists not to expect the Indians "to pose for you for nothing [since] they 
are asked to do it hundreds of times every summer, and are entitled to payment 
for their trouble." He further advised his readers to "treat the Indans n-ith cour- 

tesy and consideration, if you expect similar treatment from them."" By the turn 

of the century, native people had become an important part of the tourist experi- 

ence, whether as laborers in the valley's growing service industry or as an authen- 

ticating aspect of the encounter with ailderness. Likewise, tourists had become 
an integral part of native people's lives; as one frequent visitor to the valley com- 
mented, a number of families mere "in the habit of repairing yearly to . . . 
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Yosemite for the purpose of sharing in the double harvest-first of the tourists? 
later of the acorns."39 

The presence of Indians in t-osemite during the last decades of the nineteenth 

century contrasts markedly with the policies of Indian removal implemented at 
'Itllomstone in the 1880s. Established in 1872, only eight years after President 
Lincoln signed the Yosemite Park Act, Yellowstone is a near contemporary of 

Yosernite in the annals of wilderness preservation. The remox-a1 and esclusion of 
Indians from Yellowstone points up some significant differences in the evolution 
of these parks, hoverer, and highlights the unique conditions that fostered the 
continuing development of Yosemite's Indian community Because Yellomstone 
was created in IXyoming Territory, the issue of Inchan rernol-al from the national 
park was originally a federal prerogative. Consequentl!; park administrators could 
coordinate their efforts to exclude Indians from Yellolvstone with officials in the 

Department of Interior, the Bureau of Indian Affairs, and the War Department. 
\hsemite, by contrast, was established within a state, and California officials re- 
tained sole responsibili? for the valley's management until 1906. Like the state's 

management of Indian affairs, Ilomever, Sacramento took almost no interest in 
the administration of Yosemite. Even if state officials decided to exclude nati7.e 
peoples from Yosemite, their removal from the park nould have been compli- 

cated by the fact that, after the demise of California's reservation system in the 
I 8)os, there were no parcels of land to IT-hich the!- could be restricted. As a result, 
no policy ever dex-eloped regarding the removal or restriction of the Yosemite In- 

dians, so long as the park remained under state control. 
The different conditions surrounding the administration of each park cer- 

tainly influenced the development or absence of a policy toward native residents, 

but the issue of their remora1 from park lands ultimately depended on the atti- 
tudes of park officials and tourists. Coming only a fern years after George Arm- 
strong Custer's debacle at Little Big Horn, the earl!- exclusion of lndians from 

yellomstone reflected a concern that they might frighten potential visitors away 
from the park. Unlike the tribes of the Rocky hIountain region, however, Califor- 
nia Indians rarely marshaled a threatening resistance to the invasion of their 
homelands. Consequentl!-z the presence of Indians in Yosemite Valley never be- 

came a matter of fearful concern among administrators or visitors. As one tourist 
observed in 1872. the ksemi te  were altogether "mild" and "harmless," and 

wholly unlike the more dangerous tribes further e a ~ t . ~ O  

Preservation and':tforal Rightsn 

By the 1890s, park officials at both Yosemite and \rellowstone began to share 
similar concerns about the presence of Indians within a nature preserve. In Yel- 

lo\vstone, Bannock huntingparties still frequented the park, and their presence was 
a matter of great consternation for park officials. Because the conflicts of the 
I 870s had already become a dim memory and the Bannock moved through only 

the most remote portions of the park, officials no longer worried that the presence 

of Inhans nlighr frighten x-isitors. Instead, their concerns reflected nenr ideas 

about Indians as both harmful to wilderness and potentiall!- assimilable into 
American society Yellowstone Sl~perintendent Captain hloses Harris underscored 

thts ~ o i n t  when he argued not only that "mamltding savages" threatened the vild 
flora and fauna in the park but also that Indians could nerer become "cirilized" so 
long as they continued to frequent their former "xvilderness haunts."~" 

Such idea; informed policies at bsernite as ~rell, and the establishment of 
Yosemite Narional Park in I 890, which then consisted of a large area surrounding 
the state-managed \-alley and I\.tariposa Big Tree Grove, brought nexv restrictions 

to the natix-e communih: The active enforcement of trespassing and hunting reg- 
ulations, for instance, adrersely affected those Indians u-ho still hl~nted large and 
small game or gathered plants in the Yosemite high country. Unlike 1-ellon;stone, 
ho\\-e~er, na1.i~-e people still made up a significant portion oi  the park's labor 

ftorce, and tbe idea that they somehow harmed n-ilderness d ~ d  not lead to their 
outright esciusion from the more head!- developed valley. Furthermore, as Su- 
perintendent ii. E. IX'bod noted in 1892, their long, unthreatening presence gave 
the Indians a "moral right" to remain in the state park. ITood also implied that re- 
n~ora l  xvoulcl never really be necessar!. because the Yosemite vere a "vanishing" 
tribe that mo~.dd soon die out or assimilate into white society.-1' 

Although Yo5emite tourists and park officials generally had a more fax-orable 
attitude toward native peopIes than d ~ d  their counterparts in Yellowstone, a num- 
ber of important earl!- risitors complained about the presence of Indians in the 

park. In part because they did not match the "handsome and noble" Indians of 
popular fictictn and art, the famous Unitarian minister Thomas Starr K n g  visited 
'Ibsemite in I 860 and found the "laz!; good for nothing, Digger Indians" to be 

n:holl!- incongruous with his notions of "pristine" nature. The fact that the!- 
gathered acorns from woodpecker stores only proved that Indians degraded the 
xvilderness. Starr Iiirlg felt that "many a Californian, if the question were up be- 
nveen the Diggers and the woodpeckers, would not hesitate in deciding the point 

of the 'moral value' in favor of the plundered birds" and seek to remove the In&- 
ans from Yo~emite .~?  

Self-appointed "Friends of the Indian" such as Helen Hunt Jackson shared 

this disdain for the Yosemite. But for Jackson, wilderness also represented the de- 
praved condition from which savages needed uplifting. Such "uplifting." inciden- 

tall!; benefited the wilderness and, as Jackson noted during a trip to Yosemite 

in the I 870s, the presence of ''filth? Indians only detracted from the sublimity of 
the scenery. Furthermore, the inability of their "uncouth" minds to appreciate 
the beauty that surrounded them was an affront to the Creator and his aorks.44 

Like Jackson. John Muir found the Indians of the 'rhsemite region to be "mostly 
ugly, and some of them altogether hideous." Indeed, it "seemed [they had] no 
right place in the landscape," and hIuir could not feel the "solemn calm" of 

xxilderness when he was in their presence." Starr Icing, Jackson, and hluir did not 
speak for mcrst early visitors, but the longer the Yosemite persisted in the park 

and refused t~o vanish, the more such attitudes would drive park polic!- and eclipse 

any concerns about "moral rights." 
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The Yosemite, for their part, were not always happy with their non-lndan 
neighbors and the changes that had been wrought in the valley. In the late 1880% 
a large group of Yosemite leaders sent a "Petition to the Senators and Represen- 
tatives of the Congress," in ~vhich they complained of being "poorly-clad pau- 
pers and unurelcome guests, silently the objects of c u r i o s i ~  or contemptuous pin; 
to the throngs of strangers who yearly gather in this our own land and heritage." 
TheT- further noted that cattle and horses in the valley destroyed "all of the tender 
roots, berries and the few nuts that formed the[ir] sustenance." "The destruction 
of ever!. means of support for ourselves and our families by the rapacious acts of 
whtes," they continued, "will shortly result in the total exclusion of the remain- 
ing remnants of our tribes from this our beloved valley." In  compensation for 
these damages to their homes and their n.ay of life, they requested $1 million 
from the federal government "for the future support of ourselves and our de- 
scendants." In exchange, they promised to relinquish their "natural right and title 
to Yosemite Valley and our surrounding claims."46 

None of the fifty-two men and women who placed their marks at the end of the 
document could have written it. blost likely, the author was the artist Charles D. 
Robinson because much of the wording is similar to complaints he brought before 
the California State Assembly during its investigation of the Yosemite Park Com- 
mission.47 In the late 1880s, the commission had come under increasing criticism 
for its management of the park, and in response to these complaints the i\ssembly 
launched an investigation in February r 889. Duringpublic hearings, Robinson and 
others had criticized the commission's promotion of commercial development in 
the valley and its neglect of what they percell-ed to be its primaryresponsibili~, the 
protection and preserration of Yosemite's natural environment. 48These concerns 
were also included in the petition to Congress, but few if any of the Indtan leaders 
would have troubled themselves with these political matters. Nevertheless, all of 
those who placed their marks at the bottom of the petition assented to its contents 
and certainly supported the author's intentions. 

No one advanced the Indians' concerns at the state hearings, nor did they re- 
ceive an answer from \Fashington in response to their petition. The hearings did 
much to damage the commission's reputation, howeyer. In the aftermath, preser- 
vationists successfully petitioned the federal government not only to take over 
the management of Ehsemite but also to considerably extend the park's bound- 
aries. As noted before, the creation of \-osemite National Park in 1890 incorpo- 
rated the h g h  country surrounding the ralle!; thus protecting the irea.s flora and 
fauna as \yell as the streams that supplied Yoseinite's magnificent waterfalls. The 
State of California held on to both Yosemite Valley and the hlariposa Grove for 
several more years, but these areas reverted back to the federal gowrnment and 
became part of the much larger national park in 1 9 0 6 . ~ ~  

Federal administration of the areas surrounding the valley quickly became an 
active and proscriptive force in native peoples' lives. Management of the park by 
the U.S. Cavalry, which had taken over the care of Yellowstone as well, subjected 
them to all federal laws and park regulations. Before 1890, for instance, the 
bsemi te  hunted deer throughout the hlerced and Tuolumne River watersheds, 
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but the cavalry severely restricted such activities within the boundaries of the nelv 
national park.5'' Hunting mas absolutely prohibited, whether by Indans or b!. 
whites, and early superintendents apgressi~ely sought to enforce the ban. In I 897, 
distressed that native hunters had killed a large number of deer the preceding faU. 
Acting Superintendent Alexander Rodgers insisted that "the interior department 

take steps to prevent a recurrence of this conduct on the part of the Indans." . . .  
Rodgers's recommendation was apparently heeded because later reports regularl, 
noted that huntingwithn park boundaries no longer posed a problern.5' 

These new regulations reflect the zeal of military administration in the na- 
tional parks, but they also demonstrate that late-nineteenth-century ideas about 
wilderness as uninhabited and pristine and about Indans as both vanishng and 
assimilable had begun to take hold in losemite. In many respects, the new restric~ 
tions placed on Yosernite Indian life mirrored the same mind-set that inspired the 
creation of Glacier National Park. As at Glacier, turn-oCthe-ce~ltur) romm~ti- 
cism for the frontier inspired a sentimental interest in the Yosemite Indians that 
seemed to grow only stronger as native lifesq-les "ra~ishcd" further into the past 
and as older, more "authentic" Indians died. As one tourist noted in 1713, the 
k'osemite lacked nll "the picturesqueness which is so noticeable a featlre of the 
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red men in their native estate. . . . Ne~~ertheless[,] the reason for their being in 
the Valley at all at this da.,; lends a certain romantic interest to their presen~e." '~ 

Native people ~ v h o  did not look appropriately "Indian" presented a unique 
problem for park officials. C)n the one hand, thev bolstered easy assumptions 
about vanishing or assi~nilating peoples, but on the other hand they disappointed 
tourists \rho \\anted to see picturesque communities, Native people ~ v h o  at- 
tempted to practice older traditions, however, mere somehow out of place be- 
cause they had also adapted to new conditions and nc longer seemed appropri- 
ately aboriginal. This apparent cultutal disjunction had troubled tourists for some 
time, as ~vell as the Arm!- superintendents of the national park, but it apparently 
never concerned the men who managed the valley and Alariposa Big Tree Grove 
for the State of California. \Ylth the incorporation of these two areas into the nx- 
tional park in 1906, ho~vever, these concerns became the cornerstone of federal 
park polic!- tolvard the 1-oselnite Indians for decades to come. 

As they tock a more actil-e interest in the valley's native community, national 
park officials also redoubled their efforts to restrict natil-e use of the backcoun- 
try. The sentimental interests of tourists and the acknowledged "moral rights" of 
the Yosernite still precluded any efforts toward lndian outright removal, however. 
Instead, they inspired a series of administrative plans to incorporate the native 
c o m m u n i ~  into official park promotions. In the summer of 1914, Acting Super- 
intendent Villiatn Littebrandt urged the secretary of the Interior to bring the Bu- 
reau of Indian Affairs into a plan that n-ould make the Inhan village into "one of 
the features of the \'alley, by attempting to reproduce a village or camp such as 
the Indians originally built."5"he notion of constructing an "authentic" village 
for tourism was opposed by C. f-f. Asbur!; a special agent for Indian affairs in the 
region, who strongly recommended against "establishing an Indian camp in the 
I'allej-. for exhibition purposes." As he noted in a letter to the commissioner of 
lndian ,iffairs, "The Indians . . . are there for the purpose of making their liv- 
ing at honest labor . . . and should be encouraged to make their own living, 
rather than become members of an aboriginal s~oII:"'~ 

Park officials disagreed with ,isbury's conclusions and continued to press their 
case. In an internal memorandum to park employees that was later fonvarded to 

the commissioner of lndian Affairs, Littebrandt argued that a redesigned native 
village, if viewed with a "liberal" mind. "~vould not he detrimental to the interests 
of the lndians merely because it ~vould [support] the interests of the park; the 
interests of both might be identical." "In other words," he continued, "an Indian 
is just as much a part of the scheme of things if he becomes a picturesque part of 
the landscape, as when engaged in some ugl! and dirtv employment; in both cases 
he is being used in the 'interest' of other parties, since few people employ them 
for Denex-olent purposes in any line."55 Although this line of reasoning clearly 
advances one form of ackno~vledged exploitation 01-er another, Littebrandt's 
tortured logic also reveals the close links between tourism and the presentation 
of past-tense Inhan culture. Because his proposal coincided with plans to de- 
x-elop new park facilities near the site of the "old Indian camp," Littebrandt's argu- 
ment also suggests that management of the park landscape mould necessaril] in- 
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\.olre an effort to relocate the 1-alley's nati1-e community to a more "appropriate" 
setting.3" 

Littebrandt had pitched his earlier appeal for a new village in terms of improv- 
ing the housiilg conditions of the \-alley's native inhabitants. Calling attention to 
the community's general poverty, he "hope[d] that they may receil-e such assis- 
tance as the Government in fulfillment of its generous Indian policy ma! feel dis- 
posed to besto~x- upon them."'? In a pecuhar extension of the superintendent's 
own reasoninq skills, the lndian Service declined to assist the 1-osernite, who were 
"in no more need of aid, than [a] thousand others through the foot hills of Cali- 
f~rnia ." '~  More particularl!; the kbsemite lndians had never signed a treaty with 
the United States and thus had no official relationship ~vith the federal govern- 
nlent.7Vonsequentl~; *isbury had the same response for park officials that he 
gave an important 1-osemite Indian leader named Francisco Georgely if native 
residents wanted an improvement in their living conhtions, as Georgell- had peti- 
tioned the Indian Serl-ice, or park officials hoped to create a more "picturesque 
Indian camp," Asburr concluded they should both do so "at their expense."60 
The cotnmissioner of lndian Affairs apparently agreed, and neither Littebrandt 
nor Georgely received any further response to their petitions. As latcr superinten- 
dents would soon learn, the Yosernite lndians mere the e>:clusi\-e "problem" of 
the newly established National Park Service, and one they u-odd hare to resolve 
on their own. 


